Abstract-Behaviors of distributed systems with many cores and/or many threads are difficult to understand. This is why dynamic analysis tools such as tracers are useful to collect run-time data and help programmers debug and optimize complex programs. However, manual trace analysis on very large traces with billions of events can be a difficult problem which automated trace visualizers and analyzers aim to solve. Trace analysis and visualization software needs fast access to data which it cannot achieve by searching through the entire trace for every query. A number of solutions have adopted stateful analysis which rearranges events into a more query friendly structures after a single pass through the trace.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computer system tracing is one of many run-time analysis methods used by programmers to instrument systems and applications. The advent of multithreading, manycore systems and distributed systems creates a need for such tools to understand system behavior, but raises new challenges for trace storage, analysis and visualization.
Tracing is based on the generation of a chronological sequence of events, keeping track of what happened in the traced program. This information is usually stored in a trace file, called trace, but the format of such files is optimized for data storage. Two types of traces exist : event-based logging and state-based logging. In event-based logging, the tracer stores events, which are timestamped descriptions of system actions. In state-based logging, the tracer stores the state of the system using intervals. Intervals are tuples representing the state value of an attribute between two timestamps.
Many tools already exist to convert traces into a human readable format. Trace Compass [1] is one of these tools for viewing and analyzing traces with informative views and graphs. For interactive views, such as exploring process states, querying information directly from the trace file tends to be inefficient. Indeed, if we had to compute a given state, we may need to search the entire trace for the events responsible for the beginning and end of that state.
Trace Compass, as well as other visualization tools, needs a data structure that can store state information through time in order to avoid recomputing said states from the trace for every query. Because of the overwhelming size of traces, which can reach a terabyte, the data structure must be suited for external memory.
Moreover, because we are dealing with interactive programs and large data files, the data structure must scale well and be efficient for most queries for the user experience to remain satisfactory. To avoid recomputing states, Trace Compass uses the State History Tree (SHT) [2] , a data structure which is efficient to query state information.
Our contribution is an enhanced data structure for stateful trace analysis which deals with some worst case scenarios, is scalable to the largest traces and allows multithreaded queries.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: after investigating this work's context and related research, we present the architecture of the data structure, and how it compares to other structures. Then, we explain the algorithms, queries used on the structure and also evaluate its performance compared to previous work. Finally, we conclude and outline possible future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The related work is divided into two relevant areas, visualization tools, and multidimensional data structures used by these tools.
A. Trace visualization
In this section, we compare open source trace visualizers that deal with stateful analysis and have a documented data structure to store this information.
Jumpshot [3] is the visualization component for the MPI Parallel Environment software package. It displays the nodes' states evolutions over time and the messages that they have exchanged. Jumpshot uses the slog2 format to reduce the cost of accessing trace data. When using the MPE tracing framework for MPI, users have the option for a state based logging format, in which the tracer directly produces state intervals, as opposed to event based tracing, which produces a list of timestamped events.
Paraprof [4] uses tracing and profiling techniques to summarize information, allowing it to scale well to HPC applications. It stores data in a CUBE [4] data structure : which is stored as a 3D XML when on disk, and in memory as a double level map (the metric is the first level, the call path is the second level) of vectors (where index is the process number).
Trace Compass [1] is the extensible trace visualizer and analyzer for traces generated by the LTTng [5] tracer and other tracing tools. It is built using the Eclipse framework and uses State History Trees (SHT) to store state data in a query-efficient structure.
However, when working on huge traces, such software cannot afford to query directly on the trace itself as the query length could grow linearly with the trace size. This is why such programs transform traces into other data structures that are more efficient for querying. Most programs choose to store "stateful" data, i.e., one object per state [6] . For example, the state of the Attribute "thread/42/Status" could be "Sleep" between two specific timestamps.
B. Data structures
In this section, we compare the data structures used by the trace visualizers presented previously and generic data structures used for multi-dimensional data. Figure 1 : Representation of the Quad-Tree data structure [7] Quad-Trees [8] are widely used in Geographical Information Systems, as their granularity can be adapted to the required resolution for a certain area. Quad-Tree nodes are defined by square bounds of the geographical data they contain. As shown in Figure 1 , nodes can either be leaves or have 4 children which are bounded by 4 equal, square subquadrants. Because the quadrants are squares, quadtrees are well adapted for homogeneous data where the two dimensions both represent positions for example.
HV/VH-Trees [9] are used to store Integrated Circuit Layouts. Like other trees, the nodes are defined by the bounds of the data they contain. If a node contains more elements than a predefined threshold, it is split into 2 with either a vertical divider (V node) or a horizontal divider (H node). However, V nodes' children must be H nodes, while H nodes' children must be V nodes. This limits the structure's flexibility for particularly skewed data.
Multi-version B-Trees [10] R-trees [11] are a type of tree used to store multidimensional data. They use "bounding boxes" to divide multidimensional spaces, grouping the closest objects together. Such bounding boxes become smaller as the depth in the tree increases, which allows queries to search only the relevant nodes. R-Trees can be used for spatio-temporal data by assigning the time to one dimension, though it is most efficient if intervals remain short.
Historical R-Trees (HR-Trees) [12] are another modification of R-Trees to support timestamps, by building an RTree for each timestamp and sharing common nodes with linkage between trees. This is more efficient when there are few modifications between a small number of timestamps.
The MV3R-Tree [13] combines an Historical R-Tree and a 3D R-Tree as one is suited to long intervals and the other to short intervals.
The slog2 data structure [3] uses a tree structure where the root node is the length of the trace and each node is half the length of its parent. Intervals fit in the shortest node that can contain them. Nodes and state intervals cannot overlap, so the challenge is finding the right depth (leaf node length) to obtain a high fill ratio. Figure 2 shows a representation of that data structure.
The State History Tree (SHT) structure [2] was designed with trace analysis and visualization storage in mind. Like with slog2, the tree is built in a single pass through the trace. The SHT is also designed to perform well on rotating media, so each node is a multiple of the disk block size. The main difference with slog2 is that the depth of the tree and the length of the intervals are not predefined, so the build starts with a single node. Then, Figure 2 : Representation of the slog2 data structure [3] siblings and parents are added as the nodes fill up. Sibling nodes are still consecutive, but their start and end times depend on the intervals that they contain.
Multi-dimensional indexes have largely been studied. However, working on traces and processes' states is fairly different. Indeed, the information we have to store in the data structure is already sorted in time, and aimed to be processed in one pass. To our knowledge, there isn't currently any trace viewing software that implements an external memory structure which takes advantage of these conditions to offer reliable performance, even for very large trace size and number of intervals. In this paper, we propose a scalable data structure, which has performance gains compared to previous implementations, is well suited to parallel and distributed systems, and offers good query times.
III. LIMITATIONS OF THE STATE HISTORY
TREE In this section, we briefly present the current implementation of the State History Tree (SHT), a data structure designed for state storage on external memory [14] , and detail the issues that it encounters when dealing with highly parallel traces.
A. Structure of the State History Tree (SHT)
The State History Tree (SHT) [2] is suited for storage of stateful information that is computed while reading through the trace. It keeps the current states in memory with their start times. Every time an event changes a state, we write the ending state interval to external memory and update the current state value.
The SHT is used as a database to store state changes through time. The stored data takes the form of intervals, which consist of an attribute key, a start time, an end time and a value. The start time and end time are specified to the nanosecond level. The attribute key is a unique identifier for the object whose state we are tracking. The value is the payload of the interval which can be a null, a boolean, an integer, a long or a character string.
The SHT is composed of nodes created as the tree is built. A node is defined by a unique sequence number, a start time and an end time. They also contain the sequence numbers of their parent as well as the sequence numbers and start times of their children. Each node also has the ability to store intervals. The unique sequence numbers of the nodes represent the relative position of their block on disk. The tree's construction starts from a single node, into which intervals arrive by increasing end times. Once a node is full, it is closed and written to disk as shown in Figure 3 . If the node has a parent, we add a sibling node, else we add a new parent and sibling. When the tree becomes deeper, we fit intervals in the shallowest node possible in the current branch, knowing that the time ranges of children nodes are included in that of their parents. Since we store intervals from the beginning for every attribute (such as threads), the State System has many intervals that begin at the SHT's start time. The SHT's design imposes that intervals that begin at the SHT's start time fit in the left most node. Therefore, a trace for a many-threaded program leads to a very deep tree. Indeed, the depth of the tree increases when we try to insert an interval beginning at the tree's start time and it cannot fit into the deeper non filled nodes, as its start time is earlier than theirs. Therefore, it can only fit in the root node, and when the root node is full, another depth level is added.
B. Shortcomings on highly parallel trace analysis
We have a very deep tree but most intervals fit in leaf nodes, therefore the branches are mostly empty from the left most node to the leaves. As the SHT implements nodes as disk blocks, many empty nodes means a very low disk usage rate (10-14%). As queries on an SHT search down a branch for which the nodes cover the queried time, and most intervals are stored in the leaf nodes, the average query takes a long time.
Because the tree is very deep and the State System stores its in progress branch in memory, the SHT construction may even crash with a JVM OutOfMemoryError on the deepest trees. 
IV. THE ENHANCED STATE HISTORY TREE

A. Enhanced SHT structure
As we have seen previously, the consecutive node constraint is responsible for the tree degenerating into combs. Figure 5 (a) shows this constraint on two children nodes. We remove this constraint and replace the new start time for sibling nodes with the start time of the first interval inserted after filling up the previous node. Removing this constraint ensures that incoming intervals will fit into the new leaf nodes, thus preventing the tree's depth from degenerating. However, the data structure and algorithms must be modified to account for this overlap as shown in Figure 5(b) .
Because the nodes overlap, we are now querying on sub-trees instead of branches, as shown respectively in Figure 6 (b) and 6(a). The query algorithm is also modified, as shown in Algorithm 1. To query the relevant sub-tree, we add children's time ranges to the parent node's header.
There are a number of benefits to allowing the nodes to overlap. We can now fit a large number of attributes that cover the same time ranges, which is typical for highly parallel trace analysis, without degenerating into a list. Therefore the tree is shallower, so queries are shorter and less memory is used. There are also far less empty nodes, so better use of the disk space is made, reducing the number of writes when building the tree (and consequently, build times).
As the data we are handling is multidimensional (time as well as attribute key), we also add attribute key bounds to the header. These represent the minimum and maximum attribute values for intervals in a node. We also store children's bounds in their parents' headers, to help narrow down the number of nodes searched during a query. Unlike for the SHT and slog2, queries on eSHTs cannot simply go down a branch in the tree, since there are potentially several children nodes that contain the relevant time. Therefore, each core node carries an index on the start and end times of each of its children to determine which sub-tree to explore: the method node.getChildren(t) produces a list of node's children which contain time t in the following algorithm. The node.getInterval(k, t) method retrieves the interval on t with key k when it exists in node.
B. Query algorithms
Moreover exploration on a sub-tree allows queries to be multithreaded by assigning a new thread to each children and sharing a queue of the children to be explored between threads. Whereas a path exploration must be sequential as the result exists only in one child.
C. Comparison of query bounds with SHT
The State History Tree aiming at query performance, the number of nodes searched per query is a good measure of the data structure efficiency. In order to prove that queries on our enhanced State History Tree perform better than on the original one, we thus will theoretically compare the number of nodes searched in each case.
The theoretical trace used for comparison is represented in Figure 7 . That trace is of duration T and contains A different attributes. Each attribute is split into I equal In the case of the SHT, the upper bound is the depth of the trace, as explained in IV-B. With our comparison trace, considering a large number A of attributes, we will reach the degenerating tree situation. The query bound Q SHT for SHT can thus be formulated in this way:
Where A n is the depth of the tree. When it comes to the eSHT, we need to consider the depth of the tree, but also the number of overlapping nodes for each level at the queried time. The query bound Q eSHT for eSHT can then be expressed as the following:
With h being the depth of the eSHT. Considering that in our example, all the data is in the leaf nodes, we can use the standard formula [10] to compute the value of h:
The approximation of Q eSHT is obtained by calculating the number of nodes needed to fit A intervals. Because of the build algorithm of eSHT and our worst case theoretical trace, all the intervals reside in leaf nodes. As intervals are inserted by increasing end times, the node duration D is
Where T I is the interval duration, neglecting border effects. The overlap Θ is then determined by how many nodes in the tree contain a time t, which is the ratio of node duration D over node offset Δt: Θ = D Δt Which can be developped as:
And finally reduced to:
However, we have to search the tree from the root node down to the leaves. We deduce the total number of core nodes from the maximum number of children c referenced by each parent. This relation can be expressed as follows:
Which allows to determine the limit on the maximum value of Q eSHT :
That can then be reduced to the following:
While this is slightly larger that the query on an SHT, when we compare the average query size, the average query on an eSHT is half that of the upper bound, as the intervals are uniformly spread over the possible DFS or BFS search path.
Meanwhile, on the SHT, we have to compute the average depth of nodes containing data. According to Figure 4 , data is either in the left most nodes, in the deepest core nodes, or in the leaf nodes. If we consider:
• H as the height of the tree We can express the average depth of nodes as the following:
Which can be developed as:
And thus:
As we know that H 1, the equation can finally be reduced to:
Therefore, the average eSHT query on problematic traces is faster than the average SHT query.
V. RESULTS
A. Test environment
All experiments were conducted on an Intel Core i5 6500 @ 3.2GHz with 8 GB RAM, a Samsung 850 EVO-Series 250GB Solid State Drive, using Eclipse version 4.5.1 and OpenJDK version 1.8.0_66. The trace files were generated using LTTng version 2.7.0 and the Linux kernel version 4.3.0. The trace files contain the detailed execution trace at kernel level, including all the system calls, scheduling events and interrupts. For the following benchmarks we traced the following program 2, which creates many threads, leading to many attributes in the State System.
Algorithm 2 Manythread Test Program
procedure runThreads phtread_t threads [NUM_CPUS] ;
The analysis behind our benchmarks is Trace Compass' kernel analysis. This analysis reads all the events from the trace and tracks different attributes by storing them in the SHT. Among those attributes, multiple informations are stored for each thread and CPU of the traced system. This means that the bigger the trace is, and the more activity there was on the system during the trace, the bigger the generated SHT will be. This analysis will thus allow us to perform a thorough comparison between the SHT and eSHT metrics.
B. Tests cases
First, we consider the gains obtained on the pathological case of a trace with 10k threads, with 10 repetitions of the tree build process and a sample of single queries at 10 timestamps for 1000 attributes : We see in Table I that the eSHT is in average twice as fast to build and query than the SHT, while disk size usage is divided by ten. The build time is the only thing that is, and should be, variable, as it depends on the system. On the other side, the other metrics presented in the Table  are , and should be, constant. The tree built is always the same. We can also see that the eSHT tree is thirty times shallower than the SHT one. However, since we are querying a few subtrees, instead of a single branch, because the nodes overlap, this information is not as relevant as the rest.
The build time is mainly faster because the program has far less information to write to disk, and thus requires much fewer operations to grow the tree (namely, making it deeper and opening and closing empty nodes).
Single queries are faster, as seen in Table I . Despite querying on a sub-tree instead of a branch, the tree is much shallower and we have additional information on keys contained by the node to further narrow down the query.
The number of Nodes is correlated with the disk size and fill ratio. Since we almost only have full nodes, we do not waste much disk space.
C. Scalability
To evaluate the scalability of the solution, we consider a test bench which generates the intervals from Figure 7 and builds the associated data structures. We generate 20 intervals of equal duration per each attribute and consider the cases from one thousand to one million attributes.
1) Build Times:
We look at how long it takes to build the full eSHT compared to the full SHT. Figure 8 SHT takes longer to build, as the algorithm creates a number of empty nodes, which it has to write to disk. The difference between the SHT and eSHT is significantly bigger on a mechanical hard drive than on an SSD, as write speeds for state intervals are much slower than their generation rate by the CPU.
2) Size on Disk: We compare how much space is occupied on disk by an eSHT versus the SHT. Because of the very low node fill ratio for SHT, we cannot fit the structure on disk for the million threads case. As we can see in Figure 9 , the size on disk is much reduced because we do not waste any space on empty nodes. Indeed, nodes are nearly 96% full for the eSHT, whereas the SHT uses the disk inefficiently, despite storing the same information.
3) Tree Depth: While tree depth is de-correlated from query complexity, it is nonetheless interesting as the algorithm stores the current branch in memory. A shallower tree means a smaller branch, and with each node occupying 8 KiB, Figure 10 shows there are substantial memory savings here.
4) Queries:
Single queries search for the status of an attribute at a certain time. Full queries return the status of all attributes at desired time. We see in Figure 11 that for the same data, queries on the eSHT are more than an order of magnitude faster. Moreover, the results in Figure 11 match the theoretical results from section IV-C with eSHT single queries being twice as fast as those on SHTs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented the Enhanced State History Tree, an evolution of the State History Tree (SHT), that scales much better to highly parallel systems. By modeling the SHT and eSHT's behaviors, we have proved that the eSHT behaves significantly better than the SHT in queries, being at least twice as fast and featuring near-optimal disk usage. Experiments on highly parallel trace analysis also show that the new data structure behaves better in real scenarios.
We believe that the enhanced SHT structure paves the road for consistently faster (build and query times divided by 2, memory and disk usage divided by 10) analysis and visualization of traces from highly parallel systems. Moreover, said enhancements retain a good performance for use cases that were well suited to the SHT's behavior and already performed well.
Future work could include modifications to the build algorithm that will optimize the tree by minimizing overlap and reducing single query complexity with R-Tree properties. Other modifications to the Trace Compass Framework may insure that the optimizations on the underlying data structure result in visible speedups to the rest of the program.
